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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Can1pus
Briefs
EMAU Meeting
An EMAU meeting will be
held tonight at 7:30 at the
International Center.

Poetry Reading

·

American poet Diane Wakoski
will read some of her works
Friday, at 8 p.m., ih the recital
hall in ·the fine arts center.
Miss Wakoski's appearance is
sponsored by the UNM English
department and ASUNM. It is
free and open to the general
public.
She has published ~everal
books including "Greed, Parts 3
&4," Inside the Blood Factory,"
"George Washington Poems,"
and "The Magellanic Clouds,"

Medical Faculty
Daniel H. Gregory, M.D., has
joined the faculty of the UNM
School of Medicine as an
assistant professor in the
department of medicine.
He has been a fellow in
internal medicine and in
gastroenterology at the
University of Minnesota before
joining the UNM staff.
His special fields of medical
interest include alcoholic liver
disease and malabsorption.

Honor Fellows

Enrique R. Lamarid, and Sharon
A. Walker.

Engineering Awards
UNM engineering students
have wrapped up another annual
open house with exhibits and
projects that impressed more.
than 3000 visitors,
Mechanical engineering took
the sweepstakes award for the
second straight year with a
working model made by Greg
Rogers Sr. of Albuquerque and
John Leffler of Los Alamos.
Charles Griste of Albuquerque
placed second for mechanical
engineering.
Individual winners in
departments were John Lopez
and Stan Zygmunt Jr., in
chemical engineering; Robert F.
Edmonds and a team entry by
Roni Booth and Larry Larranaga,
civil engineering; teams of John
Sutton and Mike Martinez, and
Charles Cothren and John
St11nke, in electrical engineering,

Taylor Speech
Harold Taylor, visiting
Popejoy professor at UNM will
speak Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
Union Theater on "Art and Mass
Culture."

Las Campanas
Las Campanas, junior women's
honorary, is now taking
applications from interested
sophomore women for next year.
If women will have 60 hours
completed by fall semester, have
a 2.8 GPA, and have been
involved in campus or
community activities,
applications are available in the
dean of women's office, at dorm
desks, or in sorority houses.
The deadline for return of the
applications is Friday, March 6.

Two UNM students have been
designated as Woodrow Wilson
fellows in national competition
directed at developing
college-level teachers.
UNM's winners, from among
12,000 outstanding seniors
nominated from more than 800
universities and colleges, are Mrs.
Lynda Boose Black and Miss
Marcella S. Levine, majoring
respectively in English and
economics.
A list of Wilson designates is
Lobo Goof
sent to all graduate school deans
The
Lobo
ran a story yesterday
in the United States and Canada saying that UNM
President Ferrel
with recommendations that Heady bad said the
University ia
graduate fellowships be provided prepared to discuss
collective
them, to assist colleges in bargaining with any unions
or
obtaining teachers.
individuals
who
represent
the
Listed as honorable mention majority of employees of a unit at
designates from UNM are Mrs. the
University.
Margie A. Buechamann, Thomas
The
story should have read
A. Darden, Michael Glue, Linda " ...employees
of an appropriate
D. House, William C. Huffman, unit...'•

Tue~day,

UNM Campus Weirdos Meet
'Proud' of Non-Accomplishment
The Campus Weirdos held their
first meeting last night,
accomplished absolutely nothing,
and adjourned with pride in their
accomplishment.
The newly-chartered UNM
organization exists "to sponsor
activities which promote or aid
understanding of the Strange and
Unusual," according to its
constitution. ''Such activities shall
have to do with E.S.P.,
parapsychology, &stral projection,
11 n d other s \1 c h psychic
phenomena, Yogji, hallucinogenic
drugs, unusual soclal movements
or groups, et c., " t h e constitution

sta~~turday

the Weirdos will
co·sponsor, with th'e Astral
Projection newspaper, a "Benefit
Dance Concert Furry Freak..Qut
Happening" to be held in the

Union Ballroom. The Hog Farm
commune will present a light
show at the event. Five New
Mexico bands - "Taos" and "Big
Foote" of Taos, "Family Lotus"
from Santa Fe, &nd Albuquerque
groups "Fourth Coming" and
"Blessed Brotherhpod" - will
perform on two stages from 7
p.m. to midnight. A $2'donation
per person is being asked,
The Campus Weirdos hold
mee~ings on the first Monday
evenmg of the month, and special
meetings can be called for by the
'1.\
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club's officers. Officers for the
Spring 1970 semester are: Skip
Whitson, president; Dicky Hansen,
vice president; Molly McCarty,
secretary; and Frank Side!,
treasurer. The faculty advisor is
Carl Jackson.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting claoaifled 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
WANTED-cn~ine from a 74 1200 ce. Clill
344-3947 between 5 and 6,
ROOMMATE WANTED to share large one
bedroom apartment on University and
Gold. $50 month. Phone 242-9587. 3/4
ARE YOU BAI<'FLED by lneome tax
forms 1 Do all those figures confuse yon 1
CaD 298·9473 for Inexpensive accurate
tax service, 3/4

D:::-;A~N=c-:::E-;-;M;:-IM;;:,;EJ..::-;;SE::::N;:-S:::I;;:T:::IV:::I::T:::Y:-=TR=:-7A~INc:-~
lNG. Begin anytime. 526 Wellesley SE.
266-01'1. 3/2
NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, Mar·
ital.~~ Sensitivi_ty GroUps. United Mini!j:·
tries Counseling Center. 247·2720. 8/13
MESSY ROOM, can't study? Call messyroom-cleaner. 242-1069. 2/28
SENIOR-Be Bure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage. No chargL~
three poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo &rvice. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
WOULD 'YOU like to study more effectively 1 Take the Study Course at
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Results guaranteed. 256-0880. 3/13

2)

LOST & FOUND

J(EYS FOUND In black leather eliSe. claim·
at Student Publication Ofllce, Journalism
room 205. 277-4002.
LOST BffiTHSTONE RING, Llldfes room
sun basement. Reward. 243-2009 after 5
. p,DI, 3/2·6

3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED babysitting in my home.
Children two and older. NE Heights. 268•
9287. 3/9
TYPING and/or editing. P.opers, theses,
dissertations. Call :Marilyn, 255·6663. 3/6

4)

FORRENT

THREE BEDROOM HOME, 1608 Silrnul
Chi, appllanca. Clill 266·1483 alter G,
3/3

5)

FORSALE

1958 VOLKS BUS with ennroof, excellent
mechankal condition. t436. 277·3243, 3/3
200 USED· TVa All atyleo. U6 U.P. 441
. _ WJOm!!'ll' NE_._25.~87. 4/'1

1960 AUSTIN HEALY, excellent m~tor,
fair body. 242-9301. 3/9
ALBUMS: Beatles, Ra!ea!JI, Klnkt!, Spirit,
Time Hardin, otbera. Unopened or onee
played, Cheap. 2U·0619. 3/9
SHARP 66 CORVETTE, 327. convertible
with new top and paint. Disc brakes,
AM/FM, .f..gpeed, $2350. 299·8786. 3/9
IMMACULATE two bedroom. Close tq
UNM, h11!1es, carpet and drap"" throughout. 6o/o Gl loan. $91.00 a month. Low
equity. Come • ..,._268·3531. 3/
MAKE YOUR own malts-50 ounce 2/3
horsePower blender, $10.
EMERSON TAPE recorder-excellent for
component set up, $60.
CONSERVATIVELY checked sport coat,
size 37, $10.
SAKS FIFTH Avenue Suits, collt naw some
$200, trv_ them on-make offer, aize 39_,
some with two palr pants. Call 247·2545.
FOUR FEMALE SAMOYED puppies,
purebred. Reasonably Prked. CaD 285·
1429. 3/2
OLD :MANUSCRIPTS, autographs, do.:u•
menta, engravings. Call Joan Enders 298.
6074. 3/6
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Uni~ersity

P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
Lobo photo by Lin Morgan

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Safe

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

Bonner-Kaufman

4. For Rent
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Jon Kaufman, left, and Will Bonner, right, last night appeared before
Student Standards Committee to air their complaints against English
Prof~ssor Ernest W. Baughman. Baughman was not present at the
heanng.

FinanceFor Referendum
Ok'd
Chicano Studies Proposed

INSERT THE FOlLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

No. 93

Standards Asks
Investigation in
Baughman Case

~.. L~kr .S lt\.op •
-:T"
l S ' .-to ' •
.3.. ~ 00 Ce\'J I 1f lAl

Senate Finance Committee last night gave
a "do pass" recommendation to a bill that
would submit a $6500 chicano studies
center allocation to student referendum
"within a week" after Senate passage of the
bill.
The bill, Billl 7, replaces part of an earlier
allocation that alloted $6480 without
itemization to the chicano studies center.
The Committee also gave "do pass"
recommendations to bills requesting $1200
to defray operating expenses for the annual
Nizhoni Indian Dances, a projected Rally
Committee budget of $2155, and granting of
limited student discount card to New
Careers program members.
The committee tabled bills limiting future
expenditures by the Popular Entertainment
committee and one proposing salaries for
ASUNM senators.
The chicano studies bill itemizes the
proposed $6500 expenditure, provides for
the special referendum election, and rescinds
a nearly identical but non-itemized
allocation to the center made in an earlier
Senate bill.
The earlier bill, Bill 3, included an
allocation of $1520 to finance a delegation
from United Mexican American Students
(UMAS) to the Conference de Atzlan in
March, and the $6480 appropriation to the
chicano studies center.
The items listed in the budget included
administrative expense ($1600), expense for
student recruitment, workshops for

Student Standards Committee last night recommended a
faculty investigation of a complaint against English Professor
Ernest W. Baughman.
The committee also recommended that the faculty
establish a grievance committee, and said they (the
committee) would draft an advisory opinion condemning
Baughman's practice of segregating students as "unfair."
Bonner and Kaufman charged Baughman wlth "violation
of the basic human rights" of his students by requiring those
with long hair and beards to sit in the corners of his
classroom.
"Lack Jurisdiction"
The committee took no disciplinary action against
Baughman because they "lacked jurisdiction" in the case, A
committee spokesman said Baughman had taken no "real
disciplinary action" against the authors of the complaint,
students William Bonner and Jon Kaufman. The spokesman
pointed out that although the committee disapproved of
Baughman's actions, "we can really take no action against
him because neither Bonner nor Kaufman were disciplined."
Bonner and Kaufman said they were "satisfied" with the
hearing, and both concluded that it was "fair" despite
Baughman's absence. "We had to speculate on Baughman's
position," said Kaufman," but I think he has made his
position quite clear."
Baughman was advised by letter that a meeting would be
held, but did not appear.
Bonner "Satisfied~'
"I'm satisfied that we have the backing of this
committee," said Bonner, "although I'm sure it (the
recommendations) :will not have tl}e slightest effect on
Baughman."
.
Kaufman indicated hope that the recommendations would
lead to the establishment of a body that would have an effect
on Baughman's practices in the future.
The committee said its advisory opinion would be drafted
soon, and would be "widely published." The advisory
opinion will also make clear that any violation of Baughman's
"classroom rules" will fall Ul;lder the jurisdiction of the
Student Standards Committee.
The Lobo was barred from the hearing until the
recommendations were announced.

prospective students, honorariums for guest
lecturers ($3700), and films and texts for
the library at the center ($1200).
Louis Bransford, chairman of the chicano
studies center, spoke before the committee
on the budget itemization, and requested the
l'eferendum clause be added to the bill.
The UNM Kiva Club requested the $1200
to pay operating costs of the annual Indian
dancing event so more money would go for
scholarships.
"If Senate is able to appropriate the
money, all the "money from the dances can
go for scholarships," said Louis Baca
'
president of Kiva Club.
The group uses whatever money taken in
over and above operating costs for
scholarships to Indian students.
Last year one scholarship was given out,
but there has '·been enough for three
scholarships in the past," he said.
Gov. David F. Cargo yesterday leaves only the bill which would
The 1970 Fiesta budget recommended by exercised his veto power for the continue the investigating
the Finance Committee includes operating first time this session in vetoing a committee's life another 161
expenses, publicity, rodeo, and election bill which would have given the months awaiting gubernatorial
state police jurisdiction over action. The fourth bill, the
expensefl.
witness immunity bill, was killed
university campuses.
The limited student discount program
At the same time, however, the by the House of Representatives
approved by the committee would allow the governor signed into law a bill on the last day of the session.
240 adults in the New Careers program making it illegal to "disrupt,
interfere with, or obstruct
In vetoing the state police bill,
under ISRAD to be given student prices for impair,
the lawful . . . functions" of a Cargo said State Police Chief
UNM sponsored eve11ts such as speakers
university.
Martin Vigil had told him that the
Both of the bills were part of a state police already had "enough
popular entertainment, and culturai
four·bill package proposed by the authority" to take action on the
programs.
Legislative Universities state's campuses should the need
Admission to athletic events and votii1g Investigating Committee, That arise.
rights are not included in the proposed bill.

Cargo Veto-es Cop Bill

EMPLOYMENT

WOULD AN ADDITIONAL $300 to $400
per month help you to get :vour college
degree 1 If YMI can work 20 to 30 hours
l>er week and would like to work with
~oun~ men who .are U!Ol tu"adilates In
an experimetal Bales program !lpotlsored
by a multi-billion dollar corporation, Uoen
contact RAY CRAMER-268·3949. Preference may be given to married men
and those who have eom1>leted their
military obligation. 3/6
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RATES: '1c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Toumallam BuDdin~~:. Raom
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Hardened Arteries Result in Hospitalization
••.,.

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVER FLYJNG, .5 first lesson. $14
hr. alter, lAe MaiM, 268-4689, 3/9
THE TURNING PO:tN'l'. 625 Wellesley
• SE. Friday and Saturday nlll'hta 8-11.
3/9

RENT-A:- $1.00 a d&Y

Free Delivery, l'lck '(Jp, And Service
No Depoolt
Lowel' Monthly Ral.<!

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

Johnson Suffers Chest Pains
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SAN ANTONIO, Tex:
(UPI)-Former President Lyndon
B. Johnson suffered extra
heartbeats and "transient pain" in
his chest Tuesday from a reduced
flow of blood to the muscles of
his heart.
Doctors at Brooke G!meral
Hospital said in a heart ~ttack,
blood is completi!ly cut off to a
portion of the heart. In Johnson's
case, the flow is reduced ·by
hardening of the arteries.
"Our main concern in our
treatment is to try and prevent a
heart attack,'' said Lt. Col. Robert

L. North, the hospital's chief
cardiol_ogist. "These current pains
do no permanent damage to the ·
heart. We don't have a bleak
outlook,"
The 36th U.S. President, 12
pounds overweight at 217, took a
pain killer and a drug to thin his
blood. Johnson was stricken with
a severe heart attack in 1955,
"He's in an excellent
mood-very· good spirits," said
North, one of a team of heart
specialists i11 Jnhnson 's
seventh.floor suite, The former
President's ·wife of 35 yeat&, Lady

Bird, was there, too.
Tom Joh'nson, executive
assistant to the veteran politician
who preceded President Nixon in
the White House, said the former
President suffered pains in his
chest and left arm early Tuesday,
''The President suffered
premature contractions, that is,
extra heartbeats that come earlier
than expected," the aide said,
North prescribed medication ."to
smooth out the irregularities of
the heart rhythm,"
Despite the pain, Johnson st>ent
the day reading hospital books,

get-well cards, and newspapers. He
also worked on drafts of his book
on his life.
"We're trying to minimize the
work that goes into the room,"
said his aide.
North said the former President
would be hospitalized at least
several days and would be
encouraged to return to normal
activity when he goes to his LBJ
Ranch near Johnson City, Tex.
"We plan to prescribe a period
of physical activity for him,"
North said.

Wedne~>day,

NEV\1
~·MEXICO
WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor
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!he New Mexico lobo is published
~aoly every regular week of the Univer·
s!ty .rear by the Board of Student Pub.
local!ons of the Associated Students of
the U~lverslty a~ New Mexico, ancl is not
financoally assocoated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
clas~ postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexoco, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of t~e editorial board of The lobo.
Nothong necessarily represents the views
of t?e Associated Students or of the Uni·
versoty of New Mexico.

Editorial

Make The System Work
,,. The New Mobilization Committee To
En~ The War in Vietnam has devised a plan
to mundate the Selective Service system in
paperwork and thus beat the SS at its own
game.
Proceeding on the assumption that
"Sel~c~ive. _Service just cannot stand up,
adlTilmstratiVely, to absolute obedience of
draft law," New Mobe is urging everyone to
comply so completely with the law that the
nation's 4100 local draft boards become
hopelessly tied up in paperwork.
The plan, which is the second phase of
the New Mob~ spring offensive, requires
that male registrants inform their draft
bo~ds. of every change in their address,
re llgi<;>n, mental attitude, health,
occul?at10n, and marital status. Selective
S e1:v.1ee. law already requires such
notificatiOn, _but boards, because of the
paperwork mvolved rarely keep close
checks on all these matters.

Ne:w Mobe's major focus, however, is to
recruit the 18 million men in the 5-A
~lassification (over-age) into the
paperwork war."
Although the law requires every male
born after A~g. 30, 1922, to be registered
and carry his draft card, local boards
ge11;erally pay no attention to their over-25
registrants. If local boards were suddenly
forced to pay attention to the oldies they
~ould quickly find themselves armpit-deep
m paperwork.
Nev.'; Mobe spokesman Mrs. Trudi Young
sa~s, We want everyone to take this law so
senous~y that they inform their board of
every smgle change (in their status) even if
the~''re oyer-age or have already co:Upleted
therr service."
Join the paperwork war, obey the law to
the letter, and write your draft board the
week of March 16-22. Make the system
work.

'You Cain't Get There From Here'

Lobo Review

'Pill' Sales Show 'Slight' Decrease

Liz Taylor Tolerable
In ~only Game in Town'
By HOLLY BECKLEY
A two-hour opera is probably
the most apt description of the
"Only Game in Town", currently
showing at the Terrace Drive-In
Theatre, The flick, starring
Elizabeth Taylor and Warren
Beatty, is, however, a
better-than-average soap opera.
The story opens like this; Las
Vegas showgirl (Eliz<1beth
Taylor) meets Las Vegas piano
player (Warren Beatty), in bar,
couple goes to girl's apartment to
have a drink, man propositions
girl, girl is offended and asks man
to leave, man starts to leave girl
changes mind, couple end ~p in
bed, end of first sequence.
From this point on, the movie
follows standard procedure, The
couple meets several times and
end up moving in together.
However, there is a lit tie added
ingredient: Miss Taylor has a
married lover who Jives in
another town and drops in from
time to time. No doubt, married
lover drops in and finds piano
player.
But wait. Rather than reacting
normally to such a situation
married lover· asks showgirl t~
run away and marry him.
Naturally, showgirl declines-for
she has fallen in Jove with piano
player.
.After several episodes (to add
SI?ICe to the flick), showgirl and
piano player confess their
undying love for each other and
le~ve their enraptured audience
w 1th a beautiful "happy-everafter" feeling.
· Along with this rather
mediocre plot are other
d !sappointing elements-namely
Liz Taylor. The audience could

P!lge '3
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Random Survey Reveals Druggists Detect Small Drop
(Editor's note: This is the last installment in
a three-part series on birth-control.)

probably have done a much
better job of casting if they had
taken a democratic vote to
determine the leading lady
Liz Taylor looks so ob~se and
obnoxious that it hard to image
the disarmingly handsome
Warren Beatty even giving her a
second look-much less being
dazzled by her charms.
Acknowledging the fact that
Miss 'l'aylor does not suit the
r~le, the photographers try to
h1de her unattractiveness by
pulling little technical
tricks-shooting her mainly from
the shoulders up and focusing
(perhaps unfocusing would be a
better word) her "softly" so she
doesn't look quite so bad.
To add to her image Miss
Taylor speaks with a high-pitched
stutter throughout the flick This
certainly doesn't help to enhance
her "beauty".
However, despite Liz Taylor's
efforts ~o ruin the movie, there is
one savmg grace-Warren Beatty
Beatty does a marvelous job
P!aying an out~tanding part, The
pm~o player 1s so versatile it's
dehg}1tful, and Beatty is perfectly
cast m the role. Not only does his
physical appearance delight the
audience (at least the women)
but he fits well into the part of
the casual, heavy dude he
portrays.
The flick on the whole is
average and certainly isn't an
academy award winner But
Beatty is well worth th~ two
hours and the two dollars. His
performance is an amazingly
good follow-up to the memorable
portrayal of Clyde, and he
somehow manages to make Liz
Taylor tolerable.

By MICHAEL BLAKE
Have sales of oral contraceptives fallen in the
wake of the recent controversy conceming the
Pill?
Yes, according to a random survey of
pharmacists in ·the Albuquerque area. More
than 20 drugstores were surveyed, and the
general consensus was that Pill sales have fallen
"slightly." A few of the stores reported sales
were "steady," but most said they detected a
small drop.
Increased Sales
On the other hand, most stores reported
increases in prophylactic and contraceptive
foam sales, but were unable to speculate about
reasons for the increase.
Two stores gave somewhat cryptic answers
when asked about their contraceptive sales.
A spokesman at Casey's Pharmacy said, "We
don't take calls like this." Attempts to find out
why failed, as did similar attempts with Skagg's
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Lost Citizenship

Betna

By EDDIE ALLEN
To graduate from the College
of Arts and Scieltces you need
124 hours, and about 10 percent
of that ( 12 hours or four
semesters or two years usually)
is S_Pent fulfilling a 'language
requirement. Two years. You will
have to answer to yourself
whether or not you think it's
worth spending two years (at one
course. a seme~ter) of a college
educatiOn learmng the difference
between an imperfect subjunctive
artd a present indicative in a
foreign language.
You will have to answer to
yours~lf if you think the present
techmques used in the various
, language courses will make you
• competent in that language or
whe~her you will retain eno'ugh
basics to become easily
competent sometime in the
future.
Whatever you decide the
merits of the language system to
be, it's all pie· in- the·
sky . conjecture, because you
either take the courses or get a
B. U.S. or get nothing.
It has been my experience that
language classes are characterized
by a general lack of motivation

~"a~:::n:,~~t a~~ i:;~~';:~e~~· t~i

instructor. Needless to say, this
creates a poor atmosphere · fdr
education atld doesn't enhance
the understanding of, the

·'

Language Requirement
Bema i! unsolicited, signed guC!It editorial opinion.

language. Most students take a
language only because it is
required.
But if you've had a language
class, you a!.ready know the
problems and the boredom and
the ridiculous grammatical trivia
that you must wade through to
be a well·rounded student. For a
language major it's all right
because it's necessary. But for;
person getting a bachelor's degree
in another field? There must be
more important, relevant or even
useful courses that a student
could take.
I can name, and I'm sure you
can, many students who are not
graduating on time or even
dropping out solely because of
the language requirement. It is
no.t fulfilling the University's
role, m educating "a maximum
number of citizens" (p.65, 69-70.
UNM Bulletin) when a course of
questionable relative value to a
program of studies is keeping ·
people from getting a degree,
Of cour~e, a second language is
necessary If you are considering
graduate schoo}. And, curiously
enough, cer.tain languages are
mose useful m certain fields, for
ex~mple, German for biology
majors. I would like to propose
that . the fou! semester language
requll'ernent mArts and Sciences
be dropped and individual
departments .within the college
be Permitted ; tq ~ecoll)mend ii'

the , bulletin which languages
would be ul!eful to n student
majoring in that field.
In this way, sttidepts would
not be taking a language because
of a general requirement but
because it would be of 'some
forese~able use to them. It could
do wonders for the learning
process. More original
composition and conversation
would be useful, especially in the
beginning, so the student
wouldn't be holding together a
bunch of loose ends by the third
or fourth semester when he's
supposed to start using the
language.
Judging by the number of
people dropping Spanish 251 last
semester, and the facility of
those remaining, this is quite a
decisive transition.
A petition will be circulated
today and Friday in the Union
and on Thursday on the mall'
Jhe petition reads . as follows;
We, the undersigned call for the
Dean's Sub Committee
considering the College of Arts
an.d Sciences Group
Requirements to make an
immediate study of the existing
language requirement.
Furthermore, we urge that .the
la!'-g~age l'eq uirement 'be
eh~!nated or drastically
modified to provide alternatives
to the ·current inept verbal
programming."
•Sign if yot! li)te, .

~

Letters are welcome, and ebould
be no longer than 250 words t;ypewr!tron, double opaoed. Name, telephone number and addr""s must be
in~Juded, although name w!U be
Withheld upon requeot.

i

Sha_ll I be a part of a state
which can condone control
over its ed1;1cational processes
by a legislature which
according, to you, has "dropped
the ball
in other areas? I
prefer not.

fl

To the Editor:
I have sent the following
letter to Governor Cargo:
After acquainting myself with
the O'Donnell Report the
Statement of U.N.M. Chapter
Gary Cook Mal1an
of A.A.U.P. on the O'Donnell
Report, and Senate Bills Nos
Swahili Is Valid
39, 40, 41, and 47, I felt that
I should write this my first To the Editor:
letter to a politician.'
I would like to clear the cloudy
Recently I became a resident knowledge Mr. Stone has about
o.f New. Mexico. This is the Swahili, as he indicated in his
first time I have actually letter (~o.bo, ~riday, Feb. 27).
ch?sen a state to become a . Swahdi, WhiCh is widely spoken
res!dent of, being born to past m East Africa and in parts of
re~Idency. I have boasted of Central Africa, is no longer a trade
this move to my . many friends !anguage. For Mr. Stone's
throughout the nation.
mf~rma~ion and others who might
I am a student at UNM and be m hJS position, Swahili is now
am currently working for my the official language of Tanzania
doctorate in American Studie and Kenya's second official
UNM being one of the fe~ language. Knowing it one will be
schools in the countr. able to communicate with many
pr?gresslve enough to initiat~ people of East and Central Africa
this type program. I find I and also learn some of then!
ma~ have b~en mistaken in my patterns of life.
chotce. Possibly I misconstrued . On •he basis of the above
the imagination used in one
it would be
program. with the attitude of a !nformation,
Irrelevant
to
question
the utility
state
toward its need f or and significance of Swahili
on the
·
. t' .
Imagma Ive education. If this is basis ?fits tribal originality.
true then certainly the state
It !s a nice thing that the Black
and all those people concerned Studies
Program will introduce a
for her must suffer,
~ourse about Africa to the malty
When the educational
students of this
procedures of a state become mterested
University
that none of our
only an arm. of the legislature, University departments
dared to
and t~e leg1slature is allowed
do,
I
wish
other
departments
to dictate policy concerning could offer other courses on
what the institutions may or ~frica
in order to acquaint the
may not do, I become mterested
students with the
appre~ensive, . Especially this is
contemporary
Africa.
true If the legislators are not
Josh1m
M.
Maingi (African)
thems.elves educators.
It Is possible, sir, the peo le
and. legi~lators of this state f~el
their mstltutiorts of h' h
Yeah Grant Harvey!
!earnii?g should be onl/g :~
extension of the accepted views To the Editor:
of
h . the
b whole?·. Could S.copes
Yeah Grant Harvey! and your
a":'e .een conviCted here? The censored
(?) comments on NOW
le~IslatiV.e gun points in that
WI'!CH
(BITCH?),
etc. As a firm
direction, Shall we
th
believer
in
the
double
standard
st~~e11ts, teacherse
?,nd
.
ferp,ininity,
I
think
those
adm~mstrators, a,nd Regents, b~
~adi~s
Just rock the boat
cons1dered alway~ as 11 minority
to be dealt With instead of (certamly not the cradle) for
accepted as an important art ~,hose .o£ ,~a .who prefer to. stay
enslaved to electric everything
o.f the community? Are Pour
and, a ,.loving, masculine man
vmws too. divergent from th
norm to be considered?
e (which IS how he ought to stay).
J\nYway, I think we're really
. Your signature on the~e bills
gettmg
an easy ~nd good deal.
would post me that citizenshiJ?,
JoAnn Kelly

WEIGHTWATCHERS
Invite you to an open meeting.
Come and find out how weilght
watchers lose weight and keep it off
for good. March 6, 7:30 p.m.
Room 101-Anthropology Building
Admission FREE.
243-6373

Support Lobo
Advertisers
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Editor:

amount of the negative testimony on the pill,
but I haven't seen a shred of news about the
positive testimony made public last week," she
said.
This series was designed to provide the reader
with information on the controversial aspects
of contraception. On the basis of the
information presented, some general
conclusions can be reached. The Pill does have
some built-in hazards and virtually every
medical authority concurs that research on
contraceptives should continue. However, if the
patient undergoes an adequate examination · '
(anything short of a complete physical
examination is inadequate), her chances of
experiencing extreme side-effects are slim. In
addition, if one wants to practice
contraception, the Pill is by far the safest form,
while other forms are either physically
annoying or relatively ineffective.
It is safe to say that American women will
continue to use the much-maligned pill. Most
women apparently would rather take a chance
with the Pill than chance an unwanted child.

Downtown which said, "no comment."
Several pharmacists noted an increase in
literature and discussion about the Pill and said,
"Some people have been requesting changes to
other forms of contraception."
Miss Montgomery also concurred with Acting
Director of the University Health Service Jack
McCabe, in calling the recent Pill controversy
"scare talk for the most part. None of this
information (hazards of the Pill) is new," she
said.
When asked about what precautions Planned
Parenthood took in screening prospective Pill
users, Miss Montgomery stressed the
thoroughness of preliminary testing. "We're
very careful," she said. "Our exam inciucfes
pelvic, rectal, and breast exams as well as a pap
smear. No patient is put on the Pill if they show
a history of hyper-tension."
Takes Exception
Miss Montgomery took exception with the
way the press in general and the Albuquerque
Journal in particular has handled the pill
controversy. "The local Journal printed a great

j

The Apothecary

(j

A representative from the Oxnard
School District will be on campus to·•
interview applicants for elementary
teaching positions on March 5. Contact the placement office for an
appoinment.
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Medical School Given
Kidney Research Grant
A unique grant~the only one

of its kind in the United
St:Jt!'fr"hns hl'l'n awarded to the
School of Medicine for training a
variety of specialists interested in
kidney physiology.
The grant, totaling a quarter of
a million dollars, has been made
to Sidney Solomon, chairman of
the medical school's department
of physiology,
First year funds are $52,282,
with five years of Cinancial
support recommended if funds
are available.
.
Solomon said the grant WJ.il
train persons who are interested
in the kidney in multiple
disciplines: surgery,
o b stet ric s • gy n e co 1 o gy,
physiology, pharmacy, and
medicine.
Training will be at three levels:
summer students, which will

Foreign Car'
Specialist~
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Ovel'l 00 yt·s. Combined
Expel'ience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming l'l.·E.

include medical students
interested in kidney study;
pre·doctoral students in basic
sciences, and posL·docloral
students who already have their
Ph.D. degrees.
Solomon said the three
programs already have more
applicants than he can accept.
The grant . provides for the
trainee's tuition.

DO YOU FIND IT HARD TO LOVE?
GOD CAN HELP YOU FIND A SENSE OF
IJJVE YOU RAVE NEVER KNOWN BEFORE.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TELLS ABOUT LOVE.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
meets every Thursday 7-730 pm
SUB room 253
ALL ARE WELCOME

·HEAR, HEAR these people on

HOW TO SAVE THE UNIVERSITY
(After all, it's mine, yours, ours!)

Moderator: Bill Pickens (Graduate Student)
STUDENTS:
Ron Becker
Ed Benavide:t
Joel Bernstein

Barbara Brown
Brian Gratton
Polly Page

A STATE LEGISLATOR

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZENS:
Rev. Carlton C. Alren
Charles Driscoll (lawyer)

R. P. Tinnin (insoraneo)

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATORS:
Vice·President Sherman Smilh

FACULTY MEMBERS:
Harold Drummc~d (Edu(.)
Rudy Feldman (Coach)
David Hamilton (Economics)
Gilbert Mcrkx (Sociology)

Vice-President Chester Travelstedd
Donald Skabelund (History of Science)
Warren Wagar (History)
Helen Whiteside (Dean of Women)

UNM UNION BALLROOM
8 p.m., Thursday, March 5
No admission charge. Open to public
16 two-minute presentations

Panel of four
Open discussion from the floor
Summary by HAROLD TAYLOR, Popejoy Visiting Professor

~·
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.Taylor Talk Will Open [
New Discussion Series ·
Harold Taylor, former
president of Sarah Lawrence
College and visiting Popejoy
professor at UNM, will open an
informal discussion Monday on
the question, "Is Phi Beta Kappa
an Elitist Organization"?
The discussion will be at 7:30
p,m, in the Gallery Lounge on the
main floor of the Union.
It is the first of a series of
planned informal discussion
meetings sponsored by the local
Phi Beta Kappa organization
dealing with ways to stimulate a
better intellectual atmosphere on
•campus.
The meetings are expected to
cover questions such as required
vs, non-required subjects;

structures vs. unstructured
curriculum; the bachelor of arts
vs. the bachelor of university
studies degree, and the grading
·
system.
In addition to touching on the
question of elitism in education,
T a y 1 o r will discuss ways of
identifying outstanding qualities
among students outside the usual
grading system.
Taylor earned a national
reputation as an educational
innovator during his 14 years as
president of Sarah Lawrence.
Since leaving the college in 1959
he has written books such as ''The
World as Teacher" and "Students
Without Teachers" questioning
traditions of education.

«::arn.pus Briefs
VIsiting Professor

·German Tjarks has been
appointed visiting professor of
Latin Anier,ican history at UNM
for· the 1970·71 academic year,
Tjarks has a master of arts
degree and doctor of philosophy
degree from the University of
Buenos Aires,
An Argentine citizen, he has
taught there and has been a
visiting professor at Columbia
University, the University of
Texas, ·university of F!Ol'ida, and
Ohio State University.
He is a specialist in the Rio de
Ia Plata region of South America
and social and economic history
of Latin America.

French Friday

Support Lobo Basketball
COLLINS RADIO
Will not recruit on campus

Michel Butor, visiting
professor of French literature at
UNM, will present a lecture in
French Friday evening titled
"Litterature et Vetements"·
("Literature and Clothing").
The lecture, sponsored by the
New Mexico chapter of American
Association of Teachers of
French, will be at 8:30 p.m. in
the Desert Room of the Union.

The address will be the first of
several lectures and colloquia by
Butor at UNM during the spring.
AU are open to students, faculty
m.embers, members of the
Alliance Francaise and other
interested persons without
charge.
· Butor, one of the leading
French writers today, has spoken
to numerous learned societies
and university audiences during
his stay at UNM. He is a visiting
professor during 'this academic
year.

Las Campanas
Las Campanas, junior women's
honorary, is now taking
applications from interested
sophomore women for next year,
If women will have 60 hours
completed by fall semester, have
a 2.8 GPA, and have been
involved in campus or
community activities,
applications are available in the
dean of women's office, at dorm
desks, or in sorority houses.
The deadline for return of the
applications is Friday, March 6.

Poetry Reading

today contrary to the
advertisement in the Tuesday Lobo
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LAPLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.
Quaint/
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American poet Diane Wakoski
will read some of her works
Friday. at 8 p.m., in the recital
hall in ·the fine arts center.
Miss Wakoski's appearance is
sponsored by the UNM English
department and ASUNM. It is
free and open to the general
public.
She has published several
books including "Greed, Parts 3
&4," Inside the Blood Factory,"
"George Washington Poems,"
and "The Magellanic Clouds."

Strom Thurmond
Strom Thurmond, U.S.
Republican Senator from South
Carolina, will speak tonight at
Popejoy Hall at 8 p.m.

Education Meeting
The Student Education
Association will hold a business
meeting March 4 at 7 p.m. il'l
Union room 250 A·B.
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Free U Course
The Free University course,
Revolution vs, Reform, will meet
tonight at 7:30 in the chicano
studies center, 1815 Roma NE.

Program Changes
The new program change
policy procedure, which began
this semester, requires that all
course drops, adds, and section
changes be made by Wednesday,
March 4.
Any change made after March
4 is subject to a $5 program
change fee.
Any student receiving
veteran's administration
assistance must have his program
change approved by that office.

Population Meeting
A pol.icy·forming meeting of
the Zei:o Population Growth
(ZPG) organization will be held
Thursday, March 5 at 8 p.m., at
the First Unitarian Church, 3701
Carlisle N .E.
ZPG concerns itself with over
population, politics, and mass
re-education.
All in teres ted people are
welcome. For more information,
con tact Mrs. Miriam Phillips
299-1888, or Nancy Recknagel
242·8269.

University Forum
An open forum titled "How to
Save the University" will be held
Thursday, March 5 at 8 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom.
A discussion will follow 16
two-minute presentations by a
panel which includes
representatives of the
administration, faculty students,
and the Albuquerque
community. A summation will be
given by Harold Taylor, Popejoy
visiting professor at UNM.
The program is sponsored by
Seminar Students Activity
Group, an organization of
students enrolled in
undergraduate seminars at the
University. It is open to the
public without charge.

Argentine Lecture
Martin S. Stabb will present a
public lecture on "Argentine
Letters and the Peron Regime"
Monday, March 9, at 8 p.m. in
the Union Theatre.
The lecture is the fifth in the
yearly Latin American series, and
is open to the public without
charge.

Theodore Abel, visiting UNM
proCessor of sociology this
semester, has received a Merit
Award given by the Eastern
Sociological Society.
Abel, professor emeritus at
Hunter College in New York
City, is a founder and past
president of the society.
He is teaching classes at UNM
in oocial challff(l nnd the hiGtory
of social thought, and a seminar
in social theory.

Credit

in being absolutely
sure of no feminine
offense with

MY

OWN®
Hygic11ic Deodorant
Spray for the outer
vaginal area.

Available also in
clea11si11g towelettes.
RdOM 158 JOURNALISM BUILDING

Lee Zink, director of the UNM
Bureau of Business Research has
been elected president of' the
Coronado Credit Union.
Other officers elected were:
Robert Lalicker, vice president;
Ruth Tunnell, treasurer; and
Robert Desiderio, re-elected
secretary. Lalicker is assistant to
the UNM vice president for
administration and development:
Mrs. Tunnell is an accountant in
the payroll department at UNM,
and Desiderio is an assistant
professor in the School of Law.
Zink succeeds Perry Mori in
the presidency, and Mrs. Tunnell
succeeds Ralph Holst as
treasurer.
The Coronado Credit Union is
an affiliate of UNM employes.
Any person employed by UNM
may become a member of the
organization, and membership is
restricted to UNM employes.

SPRING ISSUE DEADLINE APRIL 17TH

kapy karner
,
High Sp""rJ XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
$peclal rates for dissertatlon~-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other location& in Win rock Center,
Natio'nal Building & 120 Madeira NE
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WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

Nixon Moves to Avert Strike
WASHINGTON-President Nixon, declaring that "the .public
interest comes first," asked Congress Tuesday to avert a nationwide
railroad strike by imposing a contract settlement accepted last
December by three or four shopcraft unions.
Ni;~eon acted a few hours after the four unions, stymied by a court
order forbidding strikes against selected. railroads, announced they
would walk out on the entire U.S. railway system starting Thursday.
Nixon thus became the third President in seven years who was
forced to turn to Congress for help in settling a labor dispute in the
railroad industry, where a 'Shutdown is regarded by President and
Congress alike as intolerable.
,
Rep. Harley 0. Staggers, D-W.Va., chairman of the House
Commerce Committee, said Nixon's proposal would be considered in
an emergency session as soon as it is received. He promised to
"expedite" a remedy to the threatened strike.
Nixon's plan was a rebuff to the tiny sheet metal workers union,
whose rejection of a management work rule provision in a December
contract barred a final voluntary settlement.
But, the President sa·id, "We must not submit to the chaos of a
nationwide rail stoppage because a minority of the affected workers
rejected a contract agreed to by their leadership, The public interest
comes first."

Egypt, Israel Fight Along Suez
MIDEAST-Egyptian and Israeli warplanes struck at each other's
ground defenses along the 70-mile Suez Canal front Tuesday to end a
one·day respite in the Middle East air war.
In Jerusalem, Foreign Minister Abba Eban said Israel would press
President Nixon for his decision on the Israeli request for more
military jetplanes after French President Georges Pompidou ends his
visit to the United States. Eban said Israel "will take measures to elicit
a response ...once the Nixon administration is freed of the duties of
hospitality."
In Cairo, President Gamal Abdel Nasser met for three hours with
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Vinogradov and other
high-ranking Egyptian and Soviet officials to discuss the deepening
crisis. At the same time, the Soviet press fired off another round of
denunciations against Israeli "aggressors," Zionist "expansionists" and
U.S. "reactionary circles."
Details of the Nasser·Vinogradov talks were not disclosed. But the
semi-official Cairo newspaper AI Ahram said the Soviet Union would
not hestitate to provide the Arabs all that is necessary for "repelling
Israel aggression and liquidating the opposition" and London reports
said Moscow had already agreed to supply more weapons to Egypt.

Pompidou Leaves United States
NEW YORK-French President Georges Pompidou flew back to
Paris Tuesday with some bad memories of his brushes with pro-Israel
demonstrators and a last minute bomb threat against his presidential
jein spite of harassment which reached a climax in face-to-face
encounters with Chicago demonstrators last weekend, Pompidou told
newsmen at a farewell conference that he was generally satisfied with
his eight-day official visit to the United States.
Demonstrators, who had marched 5000 strong near the
Waldorf·Astoria Hotel during a dinner for Pompidou attended by an
apologetic President Nixon Monday evening, were not in evidence
when the French president left the hotel for Kennedy International
Airport under tight security. The only incident to mar his last hour on
American soil was the bomb threat.
An Air France employe received an anonymous telephone call
saying "Pompidou's plane will not take off today-there is a bomb on
it." A detail of airport and city police searched the special Air France
jetliner but found no explosive device.
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Indicates Growth of State's Cities

NM Photos on Exhibit
"Desert and Mount'ain Cities
of New Mexico," an exhibition
showing 50 cities, towns, and
other re$OUrce development sites,
will be shown from noon
Sunday, March 8, through
Sunday, April 5, at the UNM art
museum.
The exhibition is composed of
enlargements of photographs
taken from airplanes and a
helicopter. William Weismantel,
an associate professor of
architecture who arranged the
exhibition, said the pictures were
selected for esthetic reasons,
although they also illustrate
points about New Mexico sites.
Examples of where desert has
been converted into city-called
"instant America"-are shown by
time-lapse photographs of
Alamogordo (1951 and 1962),
Albuquerque (1955 and 1963),
and Roswell (1957 and 1964).
Slow Growth
By contrast, a pair of
photographs taken of Portales in
1959 and 1966 are very similar,
reflecting slow growth of that
city.
From the air, New Mexico
cities reveal their functions.
Logan, Sunland, and Truth or
Consequences are resort cities;
Corrales is exurbia; Tularosa and
Clayton are a farming and a
ranching city; there is a defense
community attached to Cannon
Air Force Base; Lordsburg is a
highway stop; Columbus is a
border town, and Carlsbad and
Las Cruces are multi-purpose
cities.
The New Mexico city dweller
is never far from the open desert
or a mountain slope. One-third of
the state's population lives on a
farm or ranch, or in a village or
city of less than 10,000
population. Another third lives in
cities of 10,000 to 50,000
persons. Many New Mexico
settlements are small building
clusters like beads along a thread.
This way of living is seen in large
photographic mosaics which
capture several connected
settlements.
Taos Communities
The three Taos communities,
for example, are shown within a
photo mosaic measuring about

seven by four feet. A mosaic
available to him," Weismantel
eight feet long shows Espanola,
"There is the circle, the
says.
Riverside, Santa Cruz, Quarteles,
square,
the star, and so on. This
and Chimayo, Another mosaic
geometry
can be seen in New
portrays Arroyo Hondo east
Mexico
resource
development.
seven miles to Arroyo Seco.
Copper
Mine
Villages in the Penasco area are
"There
is
a
photograph
of the
similarly shown in their extended
Santa
Rita
copper
mine,
showing
natural setting,
expanding circles, and of an
Through time, New Mexico
oilfield near Portales, which
settlements have gotten larger
looks like a switchboard. One of
and more scattered, and have
the most complex patterns is
gone through phases of surveying
orchards and terraced farmland
practice from the quilt-like land
north of Cerro," said Weismantel.
division followed by Pueblo
Many of the photographs are
Indians throug~ the rilibon
new acquisitions of Zimmerman
pattern of the Spanish surveyors . Library.
An era followed when blocks
The aerial photographs were
were lined up parallel to railroad
selected by Weismantel from U.S.
tracks and the U.S. public land Department of Agriculture files.
survey era; with streets going Helicopter photographs were
east-west or north-south and ' made by Dick Kent with the .
major streets a mile apart. The
guidance of Bainbridge Bunting,
curved street became popular in professor of art and architecture.
the 1950's and 1960's, and in a
Robert Ellis, art museum
most recent trend, the
director, assisted in planning and
home-building family avoids the preparing the exhibition.
city altogether, building on a
The show is supported by a
country road.
grant from the New Mexico Arts
Aerial photographs of Socorro, Commission.
Las Vegas, Raton, Watrous,
Cimarron, and Shiprock show the
changing fashions in city layout.
The Spanish village period is
shown by photographs of Cerro,
Questa, San Cristobal, Chamizal,
Rodarte, Trampas, Dixon,
Embudo, and Truchas.
In contrast to these is Virden,
on the Gila River near Arizona, a
farming village with an anglo
Every Wed. 5-6 PM
style gridiron street patterp,
rather than the loose cluster of
buildings found in the Spanish
village,
Central At University
"Man has only a limited
number of geometric forms
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Nixon Asks School Investigation
WASHINGTON-President Nixon proposed Tuesday creation of a
National Institute of Education to find out why the nation's schools
have failed the children of the poor before the government commits
vast new sums in aid to education.
He told Congress in a special message that basic research in teaching
and learning by the institute-operating the way the National Institutes
of Health does in biomedical research-is required to "begin to climb
Uti! up staircase toward genutne reform."
·
In addition, Nixon signed an executive order establishing a
presidential commission headed by former Defense Secretary Neil
McElroy to make a two-year study of school financing, including
possible alternatives to the use of the local property tax for revenues.
The President said that the Johnson administration's ambitious and
costly programs, such as head start, "have not measurably helped poor
children catch up" with well-to-do children entering the first grade. He
made this problem the proposed institute's first research priority.
Meanwhile, he indicated, his administration would not move. to
expand special programs until the institute comes up with other
possible answers to "overcome poor backgrounds," such as use of day
care centers, publicly supported projects in educational television and
new reading programs.

Nelson 'Creates' I00,000 Babies
WASHINGTON-Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis.,was accused Tuesday
of creating so much fear about birth control pills that 100,000
unwanted "Nelson babies" will be bo·rn this year alone.
Nelson chairman of a Senate subcommittee which has held widely
publicized hearings on oral contraceptives, replied ~h~t the American
people were being "scared to death" by phony statTstJcs presented by
two population control groups, Planned Parenthood and the
Population Crisis Committee.
.
.
. .
Later Tuesday Nelson introduc~d leg1slat1on that would reqUJ~e that
every. packet of oral contraceptives carry a. statement warn~ng of
possible dangers to th~ health ~f wom~n usmg them. He _sa1d ~he
present packaging prov1des no mformabon about the possible s1de
effects or symptoms indicating a woman ought to see her doctor.
Through Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
You Can-Read 3 to 10 Times Faster-Comprehend More-Study
Faster, More Effectively-Improve Your ConcentrationCi:all Ann ~Jr Pam at 265-6761
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FIRST TEAM

Name
Mike Newlin
Carl Ashley
Nate Archibald
Stan Dodds
Willie Long

College
Utah
Wyoming
Texas-El Past)
Wyoming
New Mexico

Pos.
g
c
g
f

c

Ht.
6·4
6·6
6-0
6-4
6·7

Class
junior
senior
senior
senior
junior

Wt.
190
195
155
190
205

Hometown
LaCrescenta, Calif.
Denver, Colo.
New York, N.Y.
Green River, Wyo.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

I
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SECOND TEAM
Seabern Hill
Cliff Shegogg
Bill Warner
Ken Gardner
Doug Howard

Arizona State
Colorado State
Arizona
Utah
Brigham Young

g
g·f
f
f
g

6·2
6-5
6·4
6·5
6-3

senior
senior
junior
junior
senior

203
225
1UO
21}7
175

Pittsburg, Calif.
E. St. Louis, IlL
Phoenix, Ariz.
Clearfield, U tab
Salt Lal•e City, Utah
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HONORABLE MENTION

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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UTEP's WAC champion Miners
invade the Arena tonight with
Coach Bob King's Lobos
expected to give their ancient
rivals a bitter battle.
The biggest crowd of the
season will be on hand tonight to
watch the Miners (17 -6) tackle
the Lobos (12-13).
Miner Coach Don Haskins
won't be at tonight's game,
Haskins father died earlier in the
week and Haskins attended the
services today, That's one reason

UNM is a two-point favorite on
the betting lists tonight.
The other reason is that the
Miners will probably have a
natural letdown after winning the
conference with an 83-82 victory
over Utah Saturday,
But a bitter battle is expected.
"UTEP's. ball control and
patience is what scares me the
most," says Coach King,
"They beat us last month in El
Paso, 74-59, and my small son
and I were watching the films of

that game Monday night. They
got the ball once and made so
many passes I couldn't believe it.
So I stopped the film, rolled it
back, and my son and I counted
how many passes they made
before taking a shot," he said.
"They made 50 passes before
they got an easy lay-in," said
King. ''That's patience," '
The Miners also featured one
of the WAC's top players in Nate
"the Roller Skate" Archibald.
Looking as if he is all arms and

Tom Lee, Arizona; Bob Doyle, Texas-El Paso; Paul Ruffner, Brigham Young; Mike Switzer, Texas·
El Paso; Mike Childress, Colt)rado State.
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Newlin Only Unanimous Pick.
Utah junior Mike Newlin is the
only unanimous selection to the
official Western Athletic
Conference all-conference
basketball team, Commissioner
Wiles Hallock announced
Saturday,
Voting was done by the WAC's
eight head basketball coaches.
Each selected two teams without
regard to position and did not
vote for members of their own
teams. Two points were counted
for first team votes and one point
for second team choices. Thus,
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biggest name in

Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Newlin's vote total was 14 points,
a perfect score,
Wyoming senior center Carl
Ashley tabulated 13 votes to
become only the second player in
WAC history to be named to the
official all-conference team for
three straight years. Wyoming's
Flynn Robinson, the league's
all-time leading scorer, is the .only
other player to accomplish the
feat, making the first team in
1963, 1964 and 1965.
Heading the second team is
Seabern Hill, Arizona State's
senior guard who missed the first
unit by just ona vote with 11
points. Rounding out the second
squad are Cliff Shegogg, Colorado
State guard (10); Bill Warner,
Arizona forward (7); Ken
Gardner, Utah forward (6); and
Doug Howard, Brigham Young
guard (6).
Newlin, a 6-4 guard from
LaCrescenta, Calif., appears
certain to win his second straight
WAC scoring crown. He averaged
24.2 points per game as a
sophomore in league play and has
been flirting with the 30·point
mark all season this year, He is

OKIE'S
Everyday
All Day

FREE POPCORN

one of just three players m
conference history to score 600
points in one season.
Ashley is among the top four
all-time career scorers in WAC
history. Through last week, he
had scored 1,530 points. A steady
scorer, he is averaging 21.7 points
per game in conference play and
21.2 points per game in all games.
He also is averaging better than 10
rebounds per contest.
Archibald is the epitome of the
all-round guard. He scores well
(22.6 in league play and 20.8
overall), .shoots for percentage,
controls the offense, is quick with
excellent speed, defends well and
is a superb leader.
For accuracy at medium range,
no one in the conference can beat
Dodds. He consistently ranks
among leading field goal and free
throw percentage leaders. He is
shooting better than 56 percent
accuracy from the field in all
games this ydar, and his free
throw percentage is 84 percent.
He is averaging 19.9 points in !Ill
games and 20.2 in the conference.
Long is another in a line of
great New Mexico pivots. He is
the fourth-others were Ira Harge
in 1962, Mel Daniels in 1967, and
Greg "Stretch" Howard in
1969-to make all-conference his
junior year. He currently is
averaging 23.8 points in all games
and 25.9 in conference play. He
also has taken down 13 rebounds
per game,
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Spring Varsities
In Weekend Tilts
The lid comes off the 1970
varsity tennis season here this
weekend when the University of
New Mexico plays host to WAC

Circuit-Breakers
Want Rematch
Vs. Hamburgers
The KUNM Circuit-breakers are
reportedly getting out of traction
this week following a football
game against the Lobo
Hamburgers two months ago. In
that game, the Hamburgers
administered a wretched beating
on the Circuit-breakers.
The Circuit-breakers haven't
learned their lesson yet, though.
KUNM is now trying to set up a
basketball game with the powerful
Hamburgers in Johnson Gym next
Sunday. Details are not yet
available.
In the meantime, the Lobo
Hamburgers continue to lead the
World Basketball Standings.

World
Basketball
Standings

Everybody Rea~s ·• You Can Do It Faster
We teach you to read trade i~urnals. technical
bulletins. periodicals AND novels
But Reading Dynamics is much more than just a speed reading course. We spend time teaching you
new study techniques associated with dynamic reeding. You learn how to organize and use all the
materials of tests, supplements, suggested readings .and class notes. You learn recall techniques which
teach you to take concise notes, allow you to cut review and study time, and help you write term
papers. Class time is devoted to teaching you how to take tests and how to approach them with
confidence. Stort now and you will be ready a month before your first final.
.

Tcnm
1. Lobo Hamburgers
2. New York Knicks
3. Harlem Globctr~tters
4. Milwaukee Ducks
li, New Mexico Loboa
6. Russian Olympians
7. UCLA Bruins
8. New Maxie<> State
9. Hobbs High School
10. ICUNM Circuit-breakers
•Under Protest
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Support an
Experienced
Progressive
Friend of the
University.

Tue., Api'il 14, 3=30 p.m.

Call Ann or Pam 265-6761
Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS

A DIVISION OF

Lyceum Learning Center- 207 Dartmouth Dr. NE

.i

Lobo photo by C.hnl'lcn Wood

In A Creole Garden
Caught in a <"hnrnctcr sketch, four members .of the Lobo.s' traveling squad ~and
In nn old Creole garden in New Orleans. Standmg (~eft t~ r•ght) ar~ UNM ass1stant
coach Norm Ellenberger, Lobo backcourt ace P~t1e Gtbson, se~10r Rc;m Becker

After being redshirted, Dave
became the "sixth man" on the
best team in UNM history. A
team which was picked to finish
last in the WAC but roared to a
23 3 won-lost record. 'l'he Lobos
won their first 17 games that
year and Dave was instrumental
in many of them. Against
Loyola, for instance, Dave made
two free throws with eight
seconds remaining to give UNM a
tight 77·76 win over the Lions.
This year, Dave is a starter for
the Lobos. And he ranks among
the most consistent performers
Bob King has. Married, Davie is a
licensed pilot an;hopes to
become a commercial pilot after
performers Bob King has.
Married, Dave is a licensed pilot
and hopes to become a
commercial pilot after graduation
in June.
Chuck Henckel-Basketball at
UNM hasn't been a very
rewarding experience for Chuck.
Playing with Roger Bowden,
Chuck led his San Antonio high
school to three consecutive state
championships. He was twice
named to the Catholic
All-America prep team as a
senior.
With a great background,
Chuck seemed destined for Lobo
stardom. But as a sophomore, he
was battling Ron Becker for the
starting berth at guard when he
injured his knee. Surgery forced
him out for the year and Chuck's
knee has never fully recovered.
Chuck is enrolled in UNM's
City Planning program, which
requires five years for graduation.
The likeable Chuck spends his
summers working at the
Heimisfair ir San Antonio where
his father is the city manager.

Thursday
Chicken Dinner
59¢
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
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women's
Bill Wade & Associates
~

tonight.

sports

By BARBARA MORGAN
Women's Sports Writer

The UNM women's basketball,
gymnastics, and swimming teams
placed in several events at the
Intermountain Conference sports
day last weekend in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
.
Despite a bus trip that took a
night and a day, the basketball
team coached by Miss Janice
Olso~ showed spunk as they
won 'their first game which
started shortly after the gitls

arrived in Salt Lake Friday night.
The team played five games in
the tournament, winning three
and dropping two.
Saturday morning the
gymnastics team, coached by
Mrs. Charlotte Piper, also placed
in several events. The UNM
swimmers finished seventh out of
a field of 12. The lack of UNM
competitors in the diving
category hurt the New Mexico
girls in the standings.
Later in the afternoon the
gymnastics team took individual
second and third place awards.
The Intermountain Conference
is the women's equivalent to the
Western Athletic Conference.
0 ver 600 women athletes
competed in this year's sports
day hosted by the University of
Utah.

Students and Faculty
Remember Mdrvin's

Bruce King

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

for
Governor

1107 University Blvd. N.E.
Two Bays Automatic

Don Alberts, Chairman

redshirted. "I felt like quitting a
couple of times," said Dave, ''but
I'm glad I stuck it out. UNM is a
nice place to go to school and
I'm glad I came here."

Wednesday &

Two Bays Hand Wand

For information, call277-4609

legs, the 6·1 Archibald has given
UNM and every other team he
has played against fits in the past.
For five UNM seniors, tonight
marks their final game ever as
Lobos. The five are Ron Becker,
Roger Bowden. Dave Culver,
Chuck Henckel, and Howie
Grimes,
Ron Becker-No one in UNM
history has started as many
games as Ron. He will start his
80th game tonight and needs
only 15 points to score his
1000th career point. Only Mel
Daniels, Ira Harge, and Francis
Grant have reached the
1000-point plateau.
Married to former UNM
student Susie Smith, Ron has his
sights set on a career in pro golf
or education. The former
Roswell native says he has no
interest playing pro basketball.
"Even if I'm drafted," said Ron,
"I probably wouldn't sign with
them." He will receive a B.A. in
history in June.
Roger Bowden-A native of
San Antonio, Tex., Roger has
never become a Lobo star.
Instead, the likeable 6-7 Texan
has been relegated to a
benchwarmer role. A harsh end
for a former AU-State player who
led his team to three consecutive
State Texas Catholic
championships. But Roger has
learned to live with it.
"I'm glad I came to school
here," says Roger. "I got four
years of education, met my
fiancee, and have had some good
times here."
Engaged to UNM student
Barbara Glaze of Carlsbad, Roger
is leaning towards law school
after he receives a degree in
business in June.
Dave Culver-A native of
Topeka, Kans., Dave is probably
the most popular athlete at
UNM. Affiable and easy-going,
Dave was elected King of Hearts
by the student body last year.
But life at UNM hasn't always
been an easy one for Dave. In his
sophomore year, Dave was

COUNTRY BARN

***

0 ne of the finest distance
runners in college track and field
will help UNM open its 1970
outdoor track and field season
here Saturday when coach Hugh
Hackett's Lobos play host to
Eastern New Mexico University at
University Stadium.

Faculty and Students!

CLASSES START

Mon., March 16, 7:00 p.m., Sat., April 11, 9:00 a.m.

member Arizona State University
in a pair of dual matches,
The Lobos will host the Sun
Devils Friday at 3 p.m. at the
University Courts and follow up
with a 10 a.m. match on
Saturday.
All American Van Hill, the
defending WAC singles champion,
headlines the five lettermen on
the Lobo roster while head coach
Joe Ferguson is also high on
several newcomers to the roster,
Hill was also one half of the 1969
WAC doubles championship team
but his partner, Tony Bull, has
graduated, Hill is probably the
only player on the team assured a
position and that is the top singles
spot.
Juniors Robb Jones and Dwight
Howard played some fine doubles
last season with one of the bright
prospects in doubles being a pair
of freshmen. El Paso's Jim
Mitchell and New Mexico state
singles champion Tim Russell are
ranked nationally in the juniors at
the number RPV!)n apot. Ru~sell,
younger brother of former Lobo
star and now assistant Ct)ach Ted
Russell, was the state's high
school singles champion the past
three years.
Other veterans on the squad
include junior Doug MacCurdy
and sophclmore Bruce Hutcheson.
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FREE Cdt Wash
With Each Gas Fill Up

David Weir 1970 President o{ Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity here
on campus was awarded Fidelity Onion Life Insurance client of the
month award for February,. The award given this month is. a $25 gift
certiiicate to Olym~ic Sports Ski shop.
Dave is a graduate of Farmington High School New Mexico where
as an outstanding student he also lettered in Basketball. Graduating
from Mesa Jr. College. There ·also a iine Ba~ketball player Dave
came to UNM.

Wednesday, March 4, 1970
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Recent Pharmacy Grad Gets $8000

nuuuullllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf

recipients of the National
Medical-Sloan Scholarships, the
highest awards made by the
National Medical Fellowships
Inc, to entering medical students.
The medical student holds a
B.S. in pharmacy from UNM. He
was a member of the
International Club and Rho Chi
pharmacy honorary during h,is

CLASSIFIED AD V E R·T I S I N G
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word. miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is ta
159, afternoon~ preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive daya with
no chnnges the rate is reduced to 6c
Classified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-wlll go in next day's Lobo.
WANTED-;mgi!le from a 74 1200 co. Call
344-3947 between 5 and 6,
ROOMMATE WANTED to share large one
bedroom apartment on University and
Gold, $50 month. Phone 242-9587. 3/4
ARE YOU BAFFLED by income tp.x
forms? Do all those figures confuse you?
Call 298-9478 for inexpensive accurate
tax service. 3/4
D A N C E-MIME-SENSITIVITY TRAINING. Begin anytime. 525 Wellesley SE.
256-0141, 3/9
NEED HELP? A listener? Personal, Marital, Sensitivity Groups. United Minis·
tries Counseling Center. 247-2720, 3/13
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture t.nken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
WOULD YOU like to study more effectively 1 Take the Study Course at
SCIENTOLOGY ALBUQUERQUE. Results guaranteed. 256-0880. 3/13

2)

LOST & FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service In the lobby of the SUB for
your lost itellll!.
FOUND: Basset Hound, three colors nnd
white with spots. leather collar, no tng.
At Lincoln Jr. High. 912 Locust SE.
242·8816. Mrs. Firschein. 3/10
KEYS FOUND in black leather case. Claim
at Studont Publication Office, Journalism
room 205. 277-4002.
LOST BffiTHSTONE RING. Ladies room
SUB basement. Reward. 243-2009 after 5
p.m. 3/2-6

3)

SERVICES

EXPERIENCED babysitting in my home.
Children two and older. NE Heights. 2689287. 3/9
TYPING and/or editing. Papers, theses,
dissertations. Call Marilyn, 255·6663. 3/6

5)

FORSALE

ZESS IKON, 35 mm., through lense metering. New. Asking $160. Dave 277-2153,
3/10
1968 SUZUKI X-5, 200 ce., excellent condition, 265-6814 a£ter 6 p.m. 3/10
200 USED TVs All styles. $15 UI'· 441
WyomingNE, 25d·5987. 4/7
SHA~P 66 CO~VETT~E~.~3~27~.-~-n-v-er~t~ib~le
With new top and paint. Disc brakes,
AM/FM, 4-speed. $2350. 299-8785. 3/9
ALBUMS: Beatles, Rascals, Kinks, Spirit,
Time Hardin, others. Unopened or once
played. Cheap. 243-0619. 3/9 ·

undergraduate days.
"Because of the expense of
medical education, many black
students and students from other
minority groups never seriously
think of medicine as a possible
career," said William Cad bury,
Fellowships executive director.
The UNM Medical School now
has a program underway to
recruit and prepare prospective
medical scudencs from
economically and culturally
deprived backgrounds. Dr.
Alonzo Atencio has been named
as assistant dean

1960 AUSTIN HEALY, excellent motar,
fair body. 242-9301. 3/9
IMMACULATE two bedroom. Close ta
UNM, bases, carpet and drapes throughout. 6o/o Gl Joan, $91.00 a month. Low
equity. Come see--268-3531. 3/
EMERSON TAPE recorder-e".xecllent for
component set u}}, $60.
CONSERVATIVELY checked sport coat,
size 37, $10.
SAH:::S FIFTH Avenue Suits, cost new some
$200, try them on-make offer, size 39,
some with two pair pants, Call 247-2545.
OLD MANUSCRil'TS, autographs, documents, engravings. Call J can Enders 298..
5074. 3/6

6)

CALLING U

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'
Wednesday, March 4
GSA; Union, room 231B; noon.
Committee on Univer.sity Governancei
U11ion room ~31C; 12:30 p.m.
.
Board of Educational Finane~ Steering
Committee: Union, 250C; 1 p.m.
Newsreel films; Union rrhen,ter: 3 :p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union room 230;
4:30 p.m.
AWS ;Tudiclnl Bonrd; Union room 231R;
6:30 p.m.
Student Sonnte; Union room 129; 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma 1'1. Pledge Class; U11ion
room 231Ci 7 p.m.
Students for n. Democratic Society;
Union, North Ballroom Lounge; 7 p,m;
Student Education Association: Union
room 250 A; 7 p.m.
3HO; Union room 250D; 7 p.m.
Alpha Knppn P•i; Union room 231D;
7:30 p.m.
Mountainf:!el'ing Club; Union room 231E;
7:30 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY

OF

Culture"; Union Theater: 8 p.m.

Pence Corps; Union room 250C; 8 p.m.
Lobo Bnsltelbnll; University Arena;
Lobos vs. UTEl'; 8:05 p.m.

Thursday, March 5.
Spealccrs Committee; Strom Thurmond
lectures: Popejoy Hall; 8 p.m.
Discussion on 41 How to Save the Uni...
versity"; Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.
Friday, March 6
Poetl•y Rending; Diane Wnkoski; Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Cente1•; 8 p,m,
Friday Cinematheque: "Snit of the
Earth"; 7 and 10 p,m.; GO cents.
S11turday, March 7
Campus Weirdos and ·the Hog Farm;
Benefit Dance, Concert, Furry ~renk Out,
nnd Happening; Union Ballroom; 7 p.m.;
$2
Repertory Dance Theater; l'opejoy Hall;
8: 15 p.m.; $2 to $4, UNM personnel half
pl'icc.
Saturday nnd Sunday night movie; uThe
Sand l'ebbles"; 7 and 10 p.m.; 50 cents.
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'To Have No Option
In New Evaluation

MEXICO
Vol. 73

Thursday, March 5, 1970

FOR

EDITORS
of the:
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Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., spent

Lobo-1970-71

32 minutes on the Popejoy Hall· stage

Mirage-1971

R.ENT-A-TV

Thunderbird-I970-71

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Summer Lobo-1970

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589
Color Available

Applications may be picked up at the
Student Publications business office, Journalism Building 205

GIFTS MAGNIFIQUE!
La Plante Gallery
3009 Central N.E.

8:oo-4:3o p.m. 'Monday through Friday.

is 5:oo p.m. Monday, March g, 1970.
theunm

societe Ju
•

emem.&

.,...., STEVE McQUEEN
RICHARD AJJENBOROU6H
RICHARD CRENNA
CANDICE BEH6EN MARAYAT ANDRIANE
ASUNM
Film Committee
Saturday & Sunday

presents

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Fritz Lang's, "M"
also

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

"The Unholy Three"
Thurs., 7 p.m.
SUB Theater
50¢ or by subscription

'1 & 10 J>.m.
50¢ with ID

~ ~~~
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RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. FtJr S.a le

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

INSERT ·THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~~TIMES STARTING-~-

'A Southern
town turns into
a time-bomb!
Mon.·Thurs. 7:30-9:30
Fri. 6-8·10
Sat-Sun. 2·4-6·8·10

ENCLOSED$'----

No.94

Hecklers Disrupt
Thurmond Talk

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS

ARO~H!J Wl~f fR@~CJION

would receive a high rating from their
students.
"What it turned out as then," said
Hillerman, "was a list of good courses
when what we really need is a list of bad
courses."
Mail Directly
Simms suggested the evaluation be
taken out of the hands of the professors
by mailing evaluation materials directly
to the students, who would then return·
the completed evaluation s to collection
boxes on campus.
The idea was adopted, and the new
evaluation should start sometime in early
April. The delay in starting is due t<;> a
general restructuring of the evaluation
materials.
Professors and courses will be rated on
a verbal scale running from poor to
excellent instead of last semester's
numerical ratings which apparently
confusei:l many students, said Simms.
Each student will be mailed six
computer cards, a return envelope, a
questionnaire, and instructions.

NEW

now seeking

APPLICATIONS

SALESMAN
SAMPLE
SALE.
Most
famous brand labels. Mens dress, sport,
knit, sweaters. Wholesale prices. 3201
Montclair NE. 344-0292. 3/13
DISCOVER !•'LYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268·4589. 3/9
THE TURNING POINT. 525 Wellesley
SE. Friday and Saturday nights 8-11.
3/9

S

Faculty Members

By ROBER'r HLADY
Faculty members who do not want to
participate in this semester's course and
faculty evaluation are going to be
evaluated anyway.
Many professors were not evaluated
last semester because they had the option
of not participating in the evaluation
program.
Faculty Evaluation Chairman Robert
A. Simms said he anticipates some
resistance to the new evaluation, but he
plans to put it into action,
"First Priority
"The first priority of this committee,"
said Simms, "is to evaluate everybody
whether they like it or not."
In an open meeting of the
Faculty-Evaluation Committee Feb. 17,
the non-participation option was
described as a major weakness in the
program by journalism department
Chairman Tony Hillerman.
Hillerman said the non-mandatory
evaluation system was an evaluation of
only those professors who thought they

STUDENT PUBLICATION BOARD

MISCELLANEOUS

/;? i

I'

NEw MExrco

EMPLOYMENT

WOULD AN ADDITIONAL $300 to $400
per. month help you to get your college
degree? If you can work 20 to 30 hours
per week nnd would like to work with
young men who arc UNJ\1 graduates in
an expcrimetnl sales ))rogram sponsored
by n multi-billion do1lar corporation~ then
contact RAY CRAMER-268-3949. Pref.
erencc may be given to married men
and those who have completed their
military obligation, 3/5

7)

Sigmn Pi; Union room 230; 8

Harold Tnylor lecture, "A1't and Mass

Med Student Wins Scholarship
A UNM pharmacy graduate
and now a first year medical
student, Franklin D. Perry, has
received a four-year scholarship
at the UNM School of Medicine.
Perry was chosen as one of 12
outstanding black college
students in the nation to receive
the awards, averaging $8000
each. These students are the

Dolt~

p.m.

PlACED B Y - - - - - - - - - -
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Strom Thurmond

Sen, Strom Thurmond stands prepared to
deliver a lecture. Student hecklers, however,
never allowed him to speak, and Thurmond, after
waiting over 30 minutes collected his $2000 fee
and left.

last night listening to members of his
audience trade insults while debating
the senator's right to speak at UNM.
Ray Showers, Speakers Committee
chairman, cancelled Thurmond's
abortive speech after efforts to stifle
student attempts to make Thurmond
answer questions prior to his speech.
Schowers explained several times that
Thurmond would deliver a prepared
address of 30 minutes, and would
answer questions afterward, but
students pressed demands that
Thurmond answer their questions
immediately.
The questions originally centered
around an incident in Thurmond's home
state Monday that saw a group of white
parents overturn two buses carrying
black children to a desegregated school.
The discourse evolved into a question of
Thurmond's right to speak after other
members of the audience began to react
to student demands that Thurmond
answer their questions.
It was clear from the beginning that
Thurmond would have trouble speaking.
Several female students wearing
armbands which read "Students
Concerned For South Carolina
Chilqren" joined various groups,
obviously disenchanted with Thurmond,
in milling around the hall prior to the
start of the program.
Thurmond, looking pale and drawn,
was greeted with a small barrage of

marshmallows as he walked on stage .
with Schowers 15 minutes after the
lecture was scheduled to begin.
Schowers introduced Thurmond as "a
man who needs no introduction," and
the trouble began.
A student immediately challengw
Thurmond to "justify" the happenings
on Monday. Thurmond tried to
continue, but several other students
joined in the challenge, and Schowers
stepped to the podium to issue the first
of several ineffective warnings.
At this point, several older members
of the 200 people assembled to hear
Thurmond enjoined the students to "let
the man speak." The questioners
countered by denouncing Thurmond as
a "criminal--with blood on his hands,"
which prompted a much stronger
response frolll those who wanted to
hear Thurmond.
Shouts of "throw the traitors ,out,"
and "remove them," were directed at
Schowers, who finally summoned mmpus
police. The police, however, did not
respond, and individual shouting
matches sprang up as the hall erupted ,;n
verbal chaos.
Thurmond, more at ease seated in his
chair than standing behind the podium,
remained impassive throughout the
proceedings.
Following the cancellation
announcement, many members of the
audience held heated "discussions" in
aisles and hallways before leaving. No
i 11 cidents of physical violence were
reported.

Cargo Veto Justified: Heady
Gov. David Cargo's veto of the bill
which would have placed campus
security forces under jurisdiction of the
state police was "fully justified,"
University President Ferrel Heady said
yesterday in a prepared statement.
Heady said UNM has not claimed
exclusive jurisdiction for its campus
· police force, and the state police have
full access to college campuses. This
statement was in reference to state Sen.
I. M. (Ike) Smalley's reported claim that
the University has claimed E;)Xclusive
jurisdiction for its campus police.
"If Sen. Smalley has any factual
basis for his statement, I ask that ,he
make it public," Heady said.
The UNM president said University

officials had requested the state police
to assist campus security officers at
University Arena Saturday, Feb. 28, for
the UNM·BYU basketball game where a
demonstration was expected. The state
police, he said, responded to the request
and assisted in the security planning.
Heady also noted evidence is being
assembled and evaluated in the wake of
the debris-throwing incident which
occurred at the game. This evaluation
will determine whether proceedings
should be instituted against individuals
involved in the disturbance, he said.
"The incident is not closed;" Heady
said.
Following is the text of his
statement:

"Gov. Cargo's veto of the bill
concerning jurisdiction of the state
police over campus security forces was
fully justified.· As he was advised by
both the state police and the attorney
general, the state police already have
full access to university campuses,
either on call of university authorities
m· by decision of the state police chief.
"Sen. I. M. Smalley is quoted as
saying that UNM has claimed exclusive
jurisdiction for its campus police force.
To my knowledge, no such claim has
been made on behalf of the University
by either the Regents or University
officials. If Sen. Smalley has any factual
basis for his statement, I ask 'that he
make it public."
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